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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

A fast growth of technology had produced a large amount of data generated from 

data mining, social networks, space searching, network analysis, and also scientific 

computing followed by the n number of a data sequence. To scan all these packets is a 

major task for CPU. Previously there was an effort made to solve this problem using 

flexible aligner for improvement of speed. But flexible aligner is excessively slow for a 

large amount of data. To process and manage this large data is a big task for CPU as 

it has to scan all packets without missing any packets. CPU based scanning suffer 

from load imbalance and irregular memory access. The immense computing power of 

GPUs makes them an attractive platform for speed up large scale data parallel 

computations. In the proposed system, we will use GPU to accelerate the speed of 

scanning data packets using the multi-pattern match. System is going to reduce the 

transfer time between CPU and GPU by using pin memory concept. we will handle 

the performance issues, there are lightweight approximate sorting and data 

transformation. This is simple, efficient, easy to use, the optimization techniques 

significantly improve the performance of the system. Making its performance 

comparable with or better than manually tuned GPU operations. CUDA is the 

software platform that supports GPUs by Nvidia.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, large scale data intensive applications 

both in the industry and in sciences are rapidly growing. 

Industry applications like web data analysis, data mining, 

and network analysis[1]. Science applications like chemical 

compounds and biological structures. Nowadays, the demand 

for GPU is increased in the field of high performance 

computing. GPU is an electronic circuit used to improve the 

speed of the process. GPUs can either be integrated, that 

means they are built into the CPU or motherboard, or they 

can be a separate part of computer hardware[2]. GPUs are 

easily available and its performance is faster than CPUs. The 

capabilities of the GPU have increased in the past few years. 

The GPUs have higher performance than the most powerful 

multicore CPUs. It contains hundreds of cores that are 

suitable for parallel implementations, using a single 

instruction multiple data pro-gramming model[3]. Many 

algorithms are implemented on the GPU and the results are 

much faster over the sequential CPU implementation of the 

same algorithm. Using asynchronous data transfer can hide 

some cost, but it can not reduce the actual cost of data 

transfer.Here system proposes a new approach to reduce 

system consumption for initializing and freeing by reducing 

the number of times of data transfer[4]. Typically, a GPU 

kernel function call contains four steps: copy data into GPU 

memory, execute kernel function, copy the result back to 

CPU memory, free data in GPU, and for most of the time 

these four steps are called next to each other[5][6]. In our 

work, firstly it analyse the data dependency of each data 

transfer. GPU is developed by NVIDIA. NVIDIA invented a 

programming model and platform for parallel processing 

which is called CUDA.GPU is based on many core trajectory 

whose main focus is on execution throughput of parallel 

applications[7][8]. The number of cores increases with the 

new generation. The ratio of a difference between their 

speeds is very much large. Efficient threading support has 

been provided which allows the applications to handle a 
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large amount of parallelism than the available hardware 

execution[9]. A graphics program or CUDA program is 

written once and runs on a GPU with many numbers of 

processor core CUDA enables GPUs to be programmed 

using a variation of C. This allows algorithms to be built on 

any CUDA As many applications rely on a large dataset. 

These applications have wide range dataset[10]. Processing 

of these graphs is difficult and large dataset suffers from an 

imbalance of load and irregular access to memory problems.  

 

To resolve this problem, the system introduces a packets 

re-finement system using GPU that will accelerate the 

functioning of a dataset using PMA algorithm and resolve 

the problem of imbalance of load and irregular access to 

memory by using GPU shared memory.  

 

A. Objectives  

To minimize the data transfer time among CPU and GPU 

using pinned memory.  

To optimize the data transfer time between CPU and 

GPU by using batching many small transfer into the single 

transfer.  

To reduce data processing time and increase the speed of 

process using GPU shared memory.  

To take advantage of GPU asynchronous call for CPU 

and GPU processing.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The research [1] introduce a plan that encrypts users 

confi-dential information micro sequence identification of 

dna data using pattern mining techniques and improves the 

hardware utilization which in terms reduces the time 

complexity as well as efficient result in sequence searching 

and detection and improves the hardware utilization which in 

terms bring down the time complexity as well.  

Researcher[2] propose multiple machine and core GPU 

approaches but it was not scalable and having slow perfor-

mance.computes the multi-level similarity measure with an 

available sequences. Based on the multi-level factor 

approach which compute a single series of bioinformatics 

data can be obtained.  

Traditional CPUs cannot handle the increased work load 

due to limited capacities and processing power. To increase 

these end capacities of traditional CPUs graphics processing 

units are introduced. GPUs are very efficient in handling this 

increased workloads and very intense processing. GPU 

architecture are provided with effective tools to handle the 

workload[3].  

In this researcher had introduced method to increase 

accu-racy and computational power of graphic process unit 

(GPU) by introducing K-means clustering algorithm based 

on Nvidia to compute uniform device architecture which is 

good to solve the clustering problem[4].  

In this reseacher is solving problem classes and algorithm 

implementations form an environment for testing the perfor-

mance of shortest paths algorithms. The interaction between 

the experimental evaluation of algorithm behavior and the 

theoretical analysis of algorithm performance [5].  

The researcher[6] has proposed an algorithm thet has a 

good performance on real parallel machines, we have 

implemented it on GPU. The way that we have plotted the 

parallel algorithm allowed us to utilize the computing power 

of the GPU. The skillfulness of the algorithm was confirmed 

by our empirical results. The tests performed show that, for 

arbitrarily con-structed graphs, with vertex numbers varied. 

Researcher introduces GPU sorting algorithms like parallel 

(Merge, Quick, Bitonic, Odd-Even, Count, and Radix etc.) 

by using GPU computing with CUDA [7].  

The research proposed the lazy learning algorithms is 

pro-pose for reducing run times in a significant way they had 

improved the run-time performance of the kNN rule but the 

computational requirements of current approaches limit this 

performance as the dataset size increases[8].  

The research [9] introduces a technique of GPU memory 

organization which is based on Map-Reduce. It is for large 

scale graph processing. This technique automatically 

manages the memory overflow from GPU. It split the graph 

data dynam-ically into multiple blocks and overlap data 

transfer between CPU GPU.  

In this system hierarchical memory organization 

technique can be used which utilize three level memory 

layers The research [10] decribe that the increase accuracy 

and computational power of graphic process unit (GPU) used 

for solving data transferring problem.but failed because the 

user data are huge and computation of load analysis is 

complex.  

Research [11] provides well dense user interface, it have 

many optimization algorithms.such as migration and 

merging this lead challenge to porting an application to 

manage data transfer  

In this research [12] secure OBA framework by using 

Sensitivity analyzer algorithm. is layout which can be 

applied to the industry, encourage the online market under 

the criteria of preserving the privacy of the users.  

An author[13] has introduces a system based on 

heteroge-neous abstract machine for encrypted and 

unencrypted com-puter program, by using Hash function and 

homomorphic encryption.  

The research [14] describes a scheme for 

multidimensional range queries which is scalable and 

efficient for privacy and integrity preservation. As well as 

they propose an order pre-serving hash based function to 

encrypt both data and queries so that a cloud supplier can 

efficiently proceed encrypted queries over coded data.  

Acceleration of video conversion on the GPU based 

cloud.[15]It had used GPGPU for the virtual screening tool 

would obviously improve the execution speed as well as the 

quality of the outputs.  

To manage the memory on GPU and for scheduling the 

execution, balancing of load on GPU is important [16]. It is 

vertex centric programming model. It first uses the fine-

grained API.  

Enhancing speed of SQL database operations using GPU 

[17], in which it has combine the two technologies: 

processing CUDA programs on GPU and cloud computing. 

OCL allows to writ OpenCl programs and kernel using 

Python syntax.  

It make algorithms more readable, portable, eliminates 

external complications and liking steps [18]. But this system 

does not simplify the algorithms efficiently. If CUDA and 

OpenCL are used together, it will provide better performance.  
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III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

A. Problem Statement  

 

To develop an automated system to optimize data trans-

fer time between cpu and gpu. To provide simpler system 

without performance loss and expressibility reduction. To 

process and transfer the data set from cpu to gpu without any 

irregular memory access.To increase the performance of 

GPGPU applications like data mining, image processing, 

net-work analysis,vehicle routing etc using pinned 

memory.Also to balance between programming simplicity 

and exploitation of performance.  

 

B. System Overview  

 

The transfer time between CPU memory and GPU 

memory varies a lot depending on the platform . Knowing 

the amount of time needed for the transfer is thus hard and 

this can be an annoying problem when developing software. 

Harrison and Waldron shows that transfer time also depends 

on what resolution the image has and what pixel format it is 

using, making it even harder to estimate the time. As 

Harrison and Waldron showed that the transfer time to pixel 

ratio is not linear the image could possibly be divided into 

pieces. Trans-ferring these pieces sequentially or in parallel 

could possibly improve transfer times. There are two kinds 

of parallelization that comes to mind; dividing the image into 

several pieces possibly improving latency or transferring 

multiple images simultaneously possibly increasing 

throughput.In this system CPU takes the input from the user 

which can be vector program, graph, image processing or 

large packets of dataset. These data is stored in CPU memory, 

in these the main task is to transferring data from CPU to 

GPU and again back from GPU to CPU . In previous 

systems, execution time of data on gpu were solved but in 

proposed system will going to resolve the problem of data 

transfer time optimization as well as execution time on gpu 

for GPGPU application using pinned memory.In pinned 

memory memory is allocated and deallocated exactly once. 

System CPU takes the input from the 

 

user which can be vector program, graph, image processing 

or large packets of dataset. These data is stored in CPU 

memory, in these the main task is to transferring data from 

cpu to gpu and again back from gpu to cpu . In previous 

systems, execution time of data on gpu we resolved but in 

proposed system will going to resolve the problem of data 

transfer time optimization as well as execution time on gpu 

for GPGPU application using pinned memory. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Block diagram 

 

In this system CPU takes the input from the user which can 

be vector program, graph, image processing or large packets 

of dataset. These data is stored in CPU memory, in these the 

main task is to transferring data from cpu to gpu and again 

back from GPU to CPU . In previous systems, execution 

time of data on gpu were solved but in proposed system will 

going to resolve the problem of data transfer time 

optimization as well as execution time on gpu for GPGPU 

application using pinned memory.In pinned memory 

memory is allocated and deallocated exactly once. In the first 

case, we assume that the allocated memory is used to transfer 

data both to and from the GPU, and both transfers are the 

same size. This would be true in the case where the sizes of a 

kernel’s input and output datasets are equal. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Block Diagram of the system 

 

In the second case, shown in Figure 2 below, we assume that 

the entire allocated memory space is transferred to the GPU, 

but only a single data element is transferred back from the 

GPU. This would be true in the case where the kernel 

performs a reduction, like in the computation of the average 

of a large set of numbers.  

 

B. Pattern matching algorithm  

 

Let D be the large dataset.  

1: Start  

2: Read input data D.  

3: Stored data in pinned memory.  

4: GPU access the pinned memory.  

5: cudmalloc() //To Specify the size of CPU and GPU 

variables  

6: memcpy() //To transfer data from CPU to GPU  

7: malloc() // To Specify the host memory for input on CPU 

and allocate device memory for GPU  
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8: CUDA()  

9: Calculate number of thread for parallel processing.  

10: Result[]  

11: Start computing or match the string on GPU.  

12: Store result back in pin memory.  

13: Print result  

14: End  

 

Algorithm belongs to class of string matching algorithm that 

can be able to finds a elements of a finite set of strings with 

in an input text. It matches all patterns at a same time. The 

algorithm defines a finite state machine resembling like a 

digital tree with essential links between the various internal 

nodes. These links allows fast transitions between failed 

pattern matches to other branches of a tree that shares 

common prefix. It specializes in locating all occurrences of 

any of a finite number of keywords in a string of text. It is 

consists of constructing an finite state pattern matching 

machine from a keywords and then using a pattern matching 

machine to process the text string in a single pass.. When 

there is a search for cat in a tree that only contains cart, the 

search would be a failure when it reaches a node with prefix 

value ca. Hence the search allows the automaton to transit 

between pattern matches without the need for backtracking. 

 

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

 

A. Mathematical Model  

 

The mathematical model of system is as follow:  
System definition S= f I, O, T, P, D, Gmg 
I = I is the set of input to system I = f i1, i2, i3,....ing 
O = O is the set of output O = f o1, o2, o3,.... ong 
T = T is set of gpu threads T = f t1, t2, t3,... tng 
P = P is the pattern database P = f p1, p2, p3,.... png  
D = D is set of normal string which is to match with pattern 
= f d1, d2, d3,.... dng  
Gm = Global Memory for data 
storing Read(D)  
f 

/* This Function reads data from file and store in program  
matrix m */  
Accept D  
Initialize m  
where,  
m is the matrix, which stores all normal string.  
g 
Copy(m)  
f  
/* Copy data and allocate memory on GPU for data 
processing */ 
Gm = (gm1; gm2; gm3:::::gmn) 
m = (gm1; gm2; :::::gmn) 
where,  
n = number of string  
g  
Thread (G(D))  
f  
/* Thread function reads number of strings or blank and 
launch gpu threads */  
G(D) = T ! (t1, t2, t3, ... tn)  
PMA(Gm, T) = f (gm1; gm2; :::::gmn),(t1; t2; :::tn)g 
 

/*PMA function launch CUDA kernel for parallel PMA 

algorithm.*/  
Result(Gm, T) ! ( Mn*n)  
/*Result function = function run on graphics card

 for  
computation. */  
where,  
Mn*n is match pattern with given 

string gpuTogm gpu(m) ! gm(m) 

gmTocpu gm(m) ! cpu(m)  
/*gpuTocpu function copy result matrix from gpu to global 
memory and gmTocpu function will fetch the result from 
global memory.*/ 

 

Display(m) ! fDisplay resultsg 
 
/*Display function= Display function read output and 
display result to user */ 
 

B. System Design 

 

System Design is a proposed system which will use Win-

dows / Ubuntu platform. CUDA will be the programming 

language. This system will need: Processor : Pentium- IV 

 

Graphics Card : Nvidia GTX680, Cores: 1,536 

Ram : 2 GB 

Hard disk : 180 GB 

 

Class Diagram 

 

The class diagram is shown in Fig. 3. It shows that the 

system is consist of five main classes, which are User, 

CPU,GPU, Data processing, Display. User have random 

graph data which has edges and vertices. That graph is given 

to CPU for processing, CPU will calculate the edges and 

vertices in the given graph and call mem allocate(), data 

transfer() functions for GPU. GPU will receive that data and 

call data processing fuction. Data processing is also another 

class which have large dataset. 

 
Fig. 3.  Class Diagram 

 

By using these values it will optimise data processing time. 

Display class will display the result to user in optimal time. 

 

Activity Diagram 

 

The Activity diagram shown in the diagram in the figure 5.5 

that the graph data is acquired by the system first and then it 

preprocess the data . Once the preprocessing is done, CPU 

calculate or decide how much memory is required to process 

that data. After that it allocates the memory to GPU. Then 
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GPU process that data and store data in common memory 

cpu access the result from memory and displays result. 

Activity diagrams are graphical representations of workows 

of stepwise activities and actions with support for choice, 

iteration and concurrency. 

 
Fig 4. Activity diagram 

 

Data Flow Diagram 

 

A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation 

of the flow of data through an information system, modelling 

its process aspects. Often they are a preliminary step used to 

create an overview of the system which can later be 

elaborated. DFDs can also be used for the visualization of 

data processing (structured design). A DFD shows what 

kinds of information will be input to and output from the 

system, where the data will come from and go to, and where 

the data will be stored. It does not show information about 

the timing of processes, or information about whether 

processes will operate in sequence or in parallel (which is 

shown on a flowchart). 

 

1. DFD 0: A context diagram is a top level (also known as 

Level 0) data flow diagram. It only contains one process 

node (Process 0) that generalizes the function of the entire 

system in relationship to external entities. DFD Layers. Draw 

data flow diagrams can be made in several nested layers. 

Context level DFD, also known as level 0 DFD, a simple 

representation of the whole system. DFD 0 sees the whole 

system as a single process and emphasis the interaction 

between the system and external entities. This is the first 

basic level of the DFD. 

 
Fig. 5.  DFD level 0 Diagram 

 

In this level the input to the system is given and the input 

is in the form of large dataset. This input is given to the 

system which uses the pattern matching algorithm on the 

given input data. Then the output is given in the form of the 

processed dataset that is it will give result without dataloss. 

 

2. DFD 1: DFD level 1 diagram is the additional information 

about the major functions of the system. The Level 1 DFD 

shows how the system is divided into subsystems or 

processes, that each deals with one or more of the data flows 

to or from an external agent, and which together provide all 

of the functionality of the system as a whole. 

 
Fig. 6.  DFD level 1 Diagram 

 

3. DFD 2: DFD level 2 diagram shows detailed information 

about the major functions of the proposed system. The Level 

1 DFD shows how the system is divided into subsystems or 

processes, that each deals with one or more of the data flows 

to or from an external agent, and which together provide all 

of the functionality of the system as a whole. 

 
Fig. 7.  DFD level 2 Diagram 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

A general vector computing framework for GPUs is pre-

sented which achieves the goals of easy-to-use and good 

performance with a pattern matching algorithm and prefix 

array method. The proposed approach for GPU can also 

gives better results for graph processing than existing system. 

It also solves the problem of scanning large data packets of 

CPU by sharing common memory. GPU helps in speeding 

up the execution of the system. Specifically, a it reduces the 
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data transfer time to give better utilization of fine-grained 

parallelism of GPUs. here we have reduced turn around time 

using an pinned memory for speeding up the execution of the 

system operation are performed on different kernels ,here 

We dont reduce the transmission consumption on PC Ie, but 

we reduce the system consumption for initializing and 

freeing by reducing the number of times of data transfer. 
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